We have established some protocols for collection, processing, storing and tracking of COVID samples for research purposes, we are welcome to share with the community at large. These include inactivation of samples for downstream assays.

2:13 pm – Shannon Wallet

Importantly these have been approved and vetted by EHS/IBC and CDC
2:13 pm – Shannon Wallet

Thanks Shannon. Can we post this opportunity?
2:14 pm – Mark Herzberg

I have a question regarding NIDCR grant expenditures for staff ad lab technicians that can not work much during these times... we are leaving these decisions up to the PIs right now... any directions and advice from NIDCR? also would love to also get this opportunity so i can share... thanks!!
2:15 pm – Luciana Shaddox

What about mandatory employee pay (1.5x) for our universities....can we pay for that from grants.
2:17 pm – Shannon Wallet

thanks!
2:18 pm – Luciana Shaddox

We are working with our colleagues at the NHLBI to collecting saliva and oral samples - hoping to serve as a resource for the community at large...bioreposity forth coming.
2:21 pm – Shannon Wallet

would this be additional "stimulus" type funding or would it redirect existing NIH funding?
2:21 pm – Jeffrey Stansbury

How does clinical practice of dentistry change. Do we do rapid covid 19 testing on all? Patients, providers. Do we do antibody testing and on whom is this practical, or how could the practice of
dentistry still occur "proper" (what is this for different procedures) PPE. What research evidence do/will we have to help in this regard (eg. salivary load etc.) A summary/guidance would be helpful.
2:26 pm – Sarandeep Huja

I am happy to talk about the types of things we are doing at UNC in collaboration with our colleagues in medicine...if I get unmuted...
2:30 pm – Shannon Wallet

We need information about effect of dental aerosals generated in dental practice from water spray re; transmission.
2:32 pm – Jane Weintraub

I have a question about trainee pay
2:38 pm – Shannon Wallet

Link to FAQ: https://grants.nih.gov/faqs#!/covid-19.htm
2:42 pm – Dede (Diana) Rutberg

Thank you all!
2:45 pm – Shannon Wallet

thanks! helpful!
2:45 pm – Luciana Shaddox